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Theme



Portraiture One
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There’s more to a portrait than a pose and a smile. There’s a time and 
place, but depicting a message or a them brings a greater impact. For each of 
these photos the models portray  characters that society associates with the 
“Old West”. Through this lens each portait tells a story, and a story is what I 
aim to capture for each photo whether it’s a portrait, landscape, etc...



Portraiture Two
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Before I opened up to other forms of 
portraiture I dreamt of photographing 
professional singers and popular bands. 
I went through a phase of photographing 
musicians or what I called “mock 
musicians,” which meant I made 
them pretend they could play 
the instrument I had them hold. 
Perhaps the intriguing element of 
photographing musicians is the varied 
emotions that music can portray.
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Macro



Commercial
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Collage and Design
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During wedding receptions I photographed not only people, but 
the decorations of the reception. A couple held their reception within 
a week of Christmas. The glossy ornaments, rich garland, and other 
themed decorations covered the room. I noticed the work behind it 
all and did everything to photograph the details. 

From those photos of the reception, the bride’s brother hired me to 
photograph some product shots for Epic Dental in Murray, Utah. An 
example of one of their products I photographed is found on page 10.

Since then I’ve found greater interest in product photography and 
searched for opportunities to keep up the skill. I remembered a watch 
I owned that tended to bring a lot of attention because of it’s bold 
appearance. While I used a model for the shoot with the watch I kept 
his face out of the pictures to bring more focus to the subject. The 
shoot required me to find different ways to show off the subject and 
using different angles did the trick.



Nature
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Fine Art
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Black and white photography draws out the 
artistic elements of a photograph, especially the 
quality of light. Sometimes it’s nice to focus 
purely on the lighting.

For a trip to Bannack Ghost Town in Montana, 
a group of other photographers and I explored 
the abandoned homes capturing a variety of 
fine art photos. Some photographers focused on 
portraiture, some focused on landscapes, and 
some on architectural details. 

My themed images can be found on pages 2-3, 
but I photographed different subjects such as an 
old piano and organ, shadows, and hallways.
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Creative
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Photographer Bio

I enjoy photography like Ella 
Fitzgerald, a singer nicknamed 
Queen of Jazz, enjoys her music. 
She once said, “The only thing 
better than singing is more singing.”

From interpreting my passion into 
a business I have found a love for 
portraits, weddings, products, fine 
art and photojournalism. 

Because of past experience and 
education I began Brooks McFadden 
Photography, and since it’s beginnings 
I’ve continued to develop my refine my 
skill in this craft.

|Brooks McFadden

|208.351.8957

|182 N 4th W  Rexburg, ID  83440

|www.brooksmcfadden.wordpress.com

|brooksmcfadden.photo@gmail.com
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“ Yo u  d o n ’ t  t a k e  a  p h o t o g r a p h .  Yo u  m a k e  i t ”

A n s e l  A d a m s


